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About This Software

Attention: We have a new version of Modo indie, but have released it as a new
product on the Steam Store. See Modo indie here!

Modo indie packs powerful, industry-leading 3D modeling, sculpting, and animation tools into an affordable package that's
perfect for developers and freelance game artists.

The fastest, most advanced polygonal and subdivision surface 3D modeler anywhere, Modo indie delivers amazing creative
flexibility for crafting detailed 3D game content -- free of individual commercial restrictions and without breaking your budget.

Whether you're creating vivid character models, stunning level designs, fully-fledged cut scenes, or more, Modo indie has
everything you need to take your game assets to the next level!

Speed. Scope. Flexibility. Power. Community. Modo indie delivers.

Modo indie's flexible modeling tools are ideal for precision modeling of hard surface objects and environment structures, and
for freeform organic sculpting of virtually any shape. The integrated multi-res sculpting and animations tools work alongside
traditional modeling and UV toolsets to offer a superior experience for game artists. The combination of modeling, sculpting,

animation, rendering, and UV tools in a single application delivers a uniquely powerful content creation toolset.

Modo indie Includes Features For:
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Powerful 3D modeling that’s intuitive and fun

Dynamic sculpting tools for expert tinkering

Powerful animation and rigging tools to bring your 3D models to life

UV Editing tools make texturing objects in 3D a breeze

Texture baking lets you package everything quickly for export

Materials setup and painting gives you great artistic flexibility

High performance rendering

Easy export OBJ and FBX output to game engines
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game will not do anything but play music on a black screen. waste. it is a really good route to add to your game it joins up to the
riviera line with the class 43 first great western hst gos past the riviera with dawlish exeter and all that lot in it if you got the
riviera line but nether mind about that the route is really good i like paddington in the route big station but what this route need
is more track and houseing and trees beacause it is just fields and fields and fields.good route but more work recommend it ;].
This is the sequel to X: Beyond The Frontier. If you master the X-BTF game and getting bored stuck in the X-Shuttle, try this!
The only thing you have to keep in mind is the pirates and Xenon forces. Your X-Universe empire and reputation is
EVERYTHING. Also the X-Shuttle is locked until you master the X-Universe, but when you get a special mission from the
Paranid, I strongly advise you read the Egosoft forums on a secret guide on how to progress the mission fully. Because this
mission is a one-way ticket, read more on the X-Tension fansites!. This Game, THIS... game, you can only enjoy it if you spend
12 hours a day playing it and become a pro, if not, like me, and like every other normal person, this game is pure trash, it's full
of hackers, they are not afraid to show it, the d-sync is terrible, you can be behind the wall and still get shot, the aiming
animations are a disaster, and you cant even hit 60 FpS if you dont have a powerful computer. If you want to become a pro in
this game rather than in CsGo or other MUCH better shooter games, then, download this game, i personally don\u00b4t
recommend this game. How can I get a refund?. The core gameplay is a lot of fun. Flying around shooting stuff feels great and
their different ship classes have slightly different score systems which is very cool. That being said, the current progression and
loot systems make the game incredibly frustrating. There are too many stats with few explanations that make comparing gear
very difficult. A lot of the higher quality gear drops with negative aspects that aren't made incredibly obvious. Some flaws will
even cause you to lose equipment if you fail a mission. Good luck beating that boss after having equipment destroyed.

I can't recommend Drifting Lands to anyone until the loot system and related punishments are smoothed out.. It seems a real
shame with this game I thought it was impossible to get worse at making games but you have quite obviously proved me very
wrong. I admit I am a Emergency services phanatic and this was painful to play through, I think you need to really take this back
to the drawing board and actually ask your target audience what they would like to play and what makes a game great for them.
What is even worse is the fact that this game is £13.49 On Offer how is that any discount at all? People work for their money
and they should be treated with the love and the care they deserve not some half finished I can't be bothered game. Come on
people use some common sense.

As you are unable to ask your audience any thing they dislike/like I have compiled a list for you

What I Dislike:
-Vehicle Handling
-Dispatcher
-No Freeplay
-Laggy water animations
-Walking for NPC's
-Lighting on one spot
-Controls
-No English Fire option

What I like:
-Missions
-Chance to work as a group
-Range of Vehicles
-Detail
-Choose What you want to play as German/American. Short but fun and the little alien is so cute!. Playing Season Witch is the
most fun I have ever had in a match 3 game. Instructions are simple: tap the same color items and watch the fun as you tap
endless combos. Simple. The power ups in the game are the most unique I have ever seen in a match 3 game. The graphics are
pretty and matching items makes a lot of different sounds depending on the missions. Music is decent for a match 3 game.
 There are 3 modes: Arcade, Quest, and Trophy. All modes are fun especially Arcade. The only complaint is that the game is
short. I beat it in four hours, but it does have a lot of replayability. Awesome game. 10\/10.
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Fun game, and on sale!

Kinda like the old Space Wars in the 80's but with updated graphics, story, missions, and crafting! Can just play a mission or
two if you want.

Easy to learn, probably hard to master. Playing it on my Gaming PC in 4K. Will try on an old laptop - hopefully it will scale
down so that you can play on any machine.

The aesthetics are beautifully done! Kudos to these Devs! Hope to see more and DLC for such a reasonably priced game..
amazing
10\/10. Really liked it. It provides a nice challenge and RNG aspect makes every playthrough unique.

. Mediocre tower defense. Graphics are nice, gameplay and upgrade path are acceptable. I'm bored to death after 30 minutes
and ready to go play a better game.. Great Game, gorgeous art style and very fun. 10\/10. really quick and fun game took me 20
min to complete honestly top 10 fav indie game. So I know it's not fair to compare this to the Hitman games, but like...
This is like a bad version of Hitman.

Not a worse version, that'd be fine, especially for the price. A bad version. Let me explain. The point of each level is to kill
everyone. To do so successfully, you must avoid being caught. However, the tools the game hands you to do so are extremely
lacking. There are a few traps in each level that you can use to kill about 10% of the level, but the other 90% just involves
waiting for someone to walk into a secluded area (which as far as I can tell is random, and there's no real way to lure people),
then stabbing them, then repeating. Like, 40 times.. A very nice looking route. Some of the timetables are pretty much
impossible, but that's not uncommon for DTG scenarios. But overall this is a great add-on. Detailed landscape, detailed trains.
The little red train in this route (DB EMU 426) isn't ever going to be my favourite train, but it's very nice to drive, with simple
and accurate controls. I usually prefer a bit more complicated locomotives and lots of traffic and signals around me, but this
train and this route are great when you want to relax a bit more while playing Train Simulator and drive in an extremely detailed
and pretty environment. So yeah, I recommend this one. This route is maybe kind of like the German Isle of Wight in a weird
way, but much more modern than that one.. This is a good game but I honestly cannot give it a thumbs up due to reasons which
utterly ruin the enjoyment of the game.
1) The voice acting is total cringe and it repeats itself every time there's an event. By the end you'll be mimicing the entire voice
dialogues by yourself as they are so repetitive that you'll easily memorise them.
2) The ai is shockingly bad. The only way to command ants is by assigning them to groups then telling that group where to go
(you cannot assign single units). This means the AI will select random units to go to the destination first, followed by the rest
after. You'll usually lose a lot of units because of it.
3) Once the group maker is down and your ants are moving to it, if you decide to stop them you'll notice that they will all
continue going there even if it's into a blood bath. Rip all your units.
4) The job priority for ants is just haywire and they'll just pick whatever they want to do.
5) Ants keep running back to the queen and abandoning the group marker so if you need your entire army at 1 location then
tough - they will all eventually run back for a chat with the queen then return once they're done
6) The markers to tell your units whereto go use a sort of memory function. If you have 100 units and you place a marker then
you'll see a number building up telling you how many ants are going there. If you see it reach 20 then you need to tell your ants
to go somewhere else then those 20 will need to reach that marker first before going to your new one. Yes, yes that is REALLY
annoying. Now you have 80 ants going to your new marker but wait, if you suddenly need to move them somewhere else
because let's saying your chasing an enemy then whatever number of units is going to the previous 'new' marker will now NOT
go to the next new marker until they reach their current one. It's shocking how bad that system is.
7) do you use borderless window mode? Don't want your mouse locked to the window because you're a multi-screen user?
Tough. It's locked to the game =\/ ugh
8) hostile npc's like spiders etc will not attack a hostile colonies ants but they will attack you. Spiders will happily ignore another
colony and allow them free access around the map but if spiders, roaches, beetles etc see you then they'll attack. Why do they
ignore other colonies? No idea but it's a terrible idea

Don't get me wrong .... it is a fun game but a large number of things take away a large portion of that enjoyment. If you're
looking for a quick dungeon keeper fix then it might satisfy you a bit but you'll eventually become annoyed by the lack of some
basic quality of life content.
If the game fixes these issues then I will edit my review.
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